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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 
 
Dear Subscriber, 
 
Welcome to the Counter Markets newsletter and mutual support club to           
help you live free and succeed outside of the rigged system. 
 
We live in the most exciting time in human history. It's a time of incredible               
technology and abundance. It's also a time of great transition and           
uncertainty. 
 
There's an epic battle between centralizing control of everything versus a           
movement to decentralize everything. Old institutions are crumbling,        
automation is displacing countless jobs, and governments are becoming         
more tyrannical as they struggle to maintain control. 
 
Yet there are opportunities in this chaos to empower yourself and those            
around you. The mission of this newsletter and exclusive network is to            
help you achieve maximum freedom and independence. 
 
Monthly Newsletter 
 
We research and analyze global trends in order to identify hidden           
opportunities. Put another way, we look at macro trends to spot           
individual solutions. 
 
Each issue of the newsletter contains valuable tips, tools, and tactics for            
entrepreneurs and independent contractors to make money without a         
traditional job. 
 
Besides learning to make money, learning to protect and grow it is also             
crucial to achieving personal freedom. 
 
Below is a quick look at the basic contents of each issue: 
 
Sections 

1. Trends and forecasting in economics, politics and technology 
2. Entrepreneurship: Ideas and tools to succeed in life and         
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business 
3. Self-Sufficiency: Tools and tips to become more self-reliant 
4. Wealth: Strategies to protect & grow wealth outside the         

system 

Subsections: Monthly bitcoin & silver updates, charts & forecasts 
 
Members will also get bonus special reports and videos. 
 
You're In The Club 
 
Benjamin Franklin was not a religious man. He believed in God and the             
laws of nature, but not in organized religions. Yet Franklin admired that            
churches had mutual-aid communities built into them. That inspired him          
to start a philosophy and business club called the Junto. 
 
Books were hard to come by and very expensive in Franklin's day. Being             
insatiably curious, Ben never had enough to read. Because of that he            
schemed to get all of his merchant (entrepreneur) friends to store all of             
their books in one location so each of them could benefit from each             
other’s library. This club was the first public library in America and later             
became the University of Pennsylvania. 
 
I tell you this story because mutual support groups and business networks            
that share a common philosophy can be very powerful. 
 
You're not alone in this journey. As a subscriber, you get immediate access             
to our private Facebook group with remarkable people who are ready to            
share their experience in attaining more freedom from the corporate          
state. 
 
Thanks for joining us here . You make all of us stronger. 
 
In liberty, 

Jeff Paul, Editor 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Rise Of Autonomous Vehicles Changes More Than You Think 

 

By Nicholas West 
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Self-driving vehicles are steadily moving from theory and concept         
to thorough testing and implementation. It is a trend long in the            
making, but one that is receiving a massive amount of investment           
across both public and private sectors. 

Companies as diverse as Google, Tesla, and Mercedes all have          
large-scale projects that already are beginning to dramatically        
impact how we perceive the value of transportation. And they are           
only a few among the now 33 corporations within the tech sector            
that have invested in autonomous vehicles at record levels.         
Amazon can also now be added to the companies below as they            
recently announced a patent for a highway network to control          
self-driving cars and trucks. 

 

While no discussion of autonomous vehicles is complete without         
consideration given to the impact on privacy and independence in          
a future where movement is much more closely tracked, and the           
concept of ownership might be redefined, the scope of this article           
will address the technical aspects and the social impacts of a           
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probable scenario once ethical boundaries have been presumably        
agreed upon. 

There are already several social, economic, and regulatory factors         
in play that offer insight into how the companies that are investing            
in autonomous vehicles will seek to capitalize on consumer         
demand, while also seeking to stand out with unique products and           
services within the larger legislative framework. 

For example, traditional automotive sales continue to slump, as         
more people turn to leasing. Edmunds’ 2016 leasing report shows a           
13% increase in the first half of 2016, the largest increase to date,             
and indicates a doubling over the last 5 years with 32% of all             
transactions now being registered as leases. 
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The trend is even stronger among Millennials who, as the Edmunds           
study rightly notes, are budget conscious, but also are the most           
comfortable with the Internet age and its subscription-based        
ecosystem that gives them access to continuously updated        
technology. However, it is notable that the group at the opposite           
end of the spectrum – 75+ years – has almost equally adopted            
leasing based on suspected budget concerns, which portends a         
concurrent interest in autonomous vehicles that could offer this         
demographic more convenience at a lower cost. 
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Overall, it seems safe to conclude that there is a moving away from             
the traditional ideology surrounding vehicle ownership and a trend         
toward valuing the overall service and experience that having         
access to a vehicle provides … especially if it will cost less. 

But even private possession of a vehicle, at all, is being disrupted            
by companies like Uber and Lyft which has highlighted an even           
further commitment to the value of convenience, service,        
efficiency, sharing and experience, over more traditional       
calculations of value. Moreover, the app-based foundation of these         
new services has spawned an entirely new ecosystem of         
possibilities that has even drawn the attention of one of America’s           
most iconic and traditional vehicle manufacturers: Ford. 

Meanwhile, Uber has upgraded its fleet to include self-driving         
vehicles which it has rolled out in Pittsburgh and San Francisco.           
The latter city deemed it to be illegal, as Uber doesn’t have the             
required permitting to operate them, while Google, Tesla and GM          
do. This would seem to indicate some practical hurdles left to           
overcome in the near future. 

Tesla’s Elon Musk, has already gone beyond the debate         
surrounding the acceptance of self-driving cars, and has begun to          
counter Uber’s model with a subscription program that offers         
opportunities for owners that will be discussed in the final section           
of this article.  
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Arrival Date 

The facts outlined above represent the general climate in which we           
find ourselves in early 2017, where a rollout has begun to           
stutter-step its way to viability and acceptance. This would seem          
to support the projections of many experts who suggest that we           
can expect a steady integration of self-driving vehicles to begin          
ramping-up in earnest within the 2018-2020 timeframe, leading to         
upwards of 10 million self-driving vehicles on the road. 
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Thereafter, we should witness a more rapid acceleration toward a          
potential full turnover by 2050 where we also could see a           
significant transformation in how cities are structured as roads         
become populated exclusively by autonomous vehicles and their        
city management systems. 

Timeline of Autonomous Vehicle Implementation (According to a        
report by Recode) 

● 2017: Semi-autonomous & autonomous testing 
● 2018 to 2020:  Autonomous limited rollout & driver assisted 
● 2020 to 2023: Fully autonomous enters market & no driver          

becomes optional 
● 2025 to 2030: Autonomous begins to dominate market &         

crisis for auto industry 
● 2030-2045: Manual driving restricted & traditional      

manufacturing ends 
● 2045 to 2050: Full fleet turnover & no human drivers & cities            

redesigned 

As we examine the landscape of social, economic, and regulatory          
factors, it is important to keep in mind the wider impacts that we             
are likely to see along the way, and to envision what avenues for             
opportunity might present themselves. Our own decisions and        
involvement with this new technology will help to shape what          
direction the future of autonomous vehicles will take. 
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Impacts and Opportunities 

Cyber Security – One of the major caveats about the rise of            
autonomous technology is the inherent vulnerability of these        
systems to generic hacking or even State-directed cyber-attacks.        
Experts have continued to identify areas where current systems         
are incapable of providing the consumer safety needed for         
self-driving vehicles to gain public trust on the widest scale          
possible. 

Opportunity: Due to the fundamental nature of cyber security,         
there clearly will be employment opportunities within this sector         
for the foreseeable future. 

Policing – Self-driving cars will most likely integrate intensive         
security systems to not only identify and database passengers, but          
to employ biometrics to identify those in proximity to these          
vehicles. This will immediately reduce vehicle theft. Built-in speed         
regulation and collision avoidance sensors virtually erases the        
need for traffic tickets and police response to accidents. We can           
now imagine a future free of police encounters on the roadways           
(with the ancillary social effect of police time dedicated to          
investigating more serious crimes). But perhaps the greatest        
crossover impact is the virtual elimination of DUI incidents. 

Opportunity: Bars and entertainment venues of all types that serve          
alcohol will likely show tremendous upside in a climate where          
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groups of people can go out any time of the day or night without              
the inherent risk of violating drunk driving laws. 

Reduction in accidents and weather-related disasters/Insurance –       
Along with the obvious benefit of saving lives and reducing injury,           
the economic impact in this area is likely to be dramatic. Insurance            
costs should be greatly reduced for self-driving vehicles, but the          
cost to human drivers will skyrocket as those drivers will be           
viewed as a massive risk by comparison. However, there is another           
impact often overlooked – the many businesses that attend to          
accidents, breakdowns and other roadside emergencies. 

Opportunity: Traditional towing services and body shops might        
suffer, but those with foresight can capitalize during the transition          
to a maintenance and service sector that will still be required,           
perhaps even at higher levels since self-driving vehicles will         
operate for much longer periods of time. Technicians would do          
well to acquire the new skills that will be sought after for            
maintaining fleets of self-driving vehicles, which very well could be          
more software oriented than hardware oriented. 

Taxation – In the absence of police enforcement and the revenue           
generated by all types of vehicle citations, coupled with a          
reduction in gasoline consumption and those attendant taxes, a         
new form of taxation will likely emerge to counter the shortfall at            
the state and local levels. The most frequently proposed method          
thus far is a tax on per-mile of usage. There have been various             
proposals, but it would stand to reason that multi-passenger         
vehicles will provide a way to spread the cost as they become a             
viable new form of public transportation. 
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Opportunity: Ridesharing companies will benefit as various fees        
and taxes can be more easily dispersed. Additionally, extra taxes          
and fees on auto parts and auto repairs might create leeway for            
higher margins among shop proprietors. 

Increased personal time and flexibility of living location – These two           
potential effects combined might wind up representing the        
greatest economic and social change afforded by self-driving        
vehicles. Of course, people will be able to sleep while in transit,            
work extra if they choose to, or engage in myriad forms of            
electronic entertainment while en route to their destination.        
However, an impact not often considered is that people who          
previously have been reliant on moving near a city for the best            
work opportunities often pay much higher housing costs for the          
likelihood of obtaining a higher wage. Because driving will not be           
the intensive, tiring experience it currently is, more people will          
likely opt to live farther away in rural environments. 

Opportunity: There could be exciting opportunities for realtors and         
real estate investors who have the foresight to identify new areas           
outside of the city radius which currently might be significantly          
undervalued simply due to driving time. 

Fewer parking lots – In a future of autonomous vehicles, there will            
simply be no need for the vast tracts of space that currently            
comprise business parking and public parking. Some lots might         
actually be converted to storage lots for self-driving vehicles, as          
some experts predict that home garages ultimately will become         
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obsolete since people are expected to summon a vehicle only as           
needed. 

Opportunity: These extra parking lots and public garages will most          
likely need to be sold dirt cheap, opening up an array of business             
opportunities only limited by one’s imagination. 

Marketing and Advertising – As a greater number of people become           
a captive audience - many of whom will be browsing the Internet,            
watching movies, playing video games and virtually interacting on         
the way to their destination – advertising is likely to become even            
more present in the lives of everyday individuals. 

Opportunity: This sector in general should surge, but it is also a            
good time for those with creative computer skills to explore new           
opportunities for apps, products, and services that can be         
integrated into self-driving vehicles in order to provide new ways          
of enjoying one’s travel time. 

GREATEST OPPORTUNITY 

Vehicle Ownership – While many people will be content renting the           
services provided by self-driving vehicle networks, the greatest        
opportunity very well could be in owning the vehicle itself. Instead           
of a quickly depreciating asset filled with an endless stream of           
expenses, the autonomous vehicle will become a revenue platform         
that far surpasses what we think of as the modern taxi. 
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As alluded to earlier, Elon Musk is at the forefront of structuring a             
system that he calls “the people vs. Uber.” The Tesla Network           
essentially would be a partnership with Tesla where a “majority of           
economics would go to the owner of the car.” By enrolling one’s            
car into a Tesla fleet – a car that is on average used only 5-10% of                
the time – it now can be used as frequently as the day and the               
demand allows. On top of fees collected, presumably one could          
capitalize on the full range of advertising, products and services          
that would be contained in the autonomous vehicles of the future. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

There's Never Been A Better Time To Be Self Employed 

 

By Vin Armani 

It was drilled into my head from the time I could comprehend            
language: “Go to school. Study hard. Get a diploma. Get a degree.            
Get a job.” That was the key to happiness. That’s certainly what            
everyone around me said. It didn’t matter that the adults around           
me were state employees with a vested interest in toeing the           
“party line.” It also didn’t seem to matter that the people advising            
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me on my “path to happiness” were clearly unhappy at having           
followed that same path. 

Besides, school sucked and nothing being taught there was worth          
studying. Although I (miraculously) did get a diploma and, thanks          
to extraordinarily good SAT scores, a full-ride academic        
scholarship to a prestigious university, the future - that looming          
post-degree J-O-B looked bleak (and boring) as I stepped out of           
adolescence. Luckily, I found the idea of entrepreneurship and         
self-employment early on in my journey into adulthood. Two         
decades have now passed, and there has never been a better time            
to craft your own destiny as your own boss. 

Whether you are starting a new business or seeking to grow and            
expand an existing enterprise, times of transition stand out as          
moments of abundant opportunity. Although (with a few        
exceptions - mainly due to an extraordinary teacher) I despised the           
subjects I was being taught in school, from my early teens, I spent             
hours every day exploring what was, at the time, a nascent           
Internet. I actually got to be a pretty confident hacker. 

As I entered my twenties, the tech bubble was inflating fast. As the             
world made the transition from the analog space to digital          
cyberspace, entirely new industries formed. Within those       
industries, opportunity was everywhere. There were no       
established norms, no entrenched gatekeepers. Those of us who         
decided to make a go at building businesses during the dot-com           
boom were able to enter into the market with very little capital            
investment on our part. While those first companies I was involved           
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with burned out quickly, the lessons I learned, and the tools I            
gained, will stay with me forever. 

We are entering a time of economic transition whose volatility will           
make those last days of the 1990s look like a tranquil mountain            
lake on a summer morning. That volatility represents pure,         
abundant opportunity. Now is the time to plant your own flag and            
step out of the rat race. 

The approaching economic transition is embodied in four major         
paradigm shifts. First, the Internet that my colleagues and I helped           
to build has reached a stage of maturity where it has broken out of              
the virtual world and is now interacting with the physical world.           
The Internet Of Things (IoT) isn’t just about controlling your home           
thermostat from your phone, it brings the promise of a web of            
autonomous vehicles (and other “robots”) communicating with       
each other and improving themselves (through machine learning)        
at a speed that truly cannot be fathomed by the human mind. 

These new, mobile, intelligent cyber inhabitants of our world will          
introduce new possibilities and challenges - invisible until they         
manifest - that entrepreneurs will make a fortune exploiting and          
solving, respectively. Building that IoT web represents the first         
shift. The new human culture that will necessarily arise represents          
the second shift. Both of these shifts are places in space and time             
where you, as an entrepreneur, can enter a “blue ocean” of nearly            
zero established competition. 
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The third economic shift - happening concurrent with the two          
shifts we’ve discussed - is cryptocurrency. Bitcoin, and its cousins,          
represent perhaps the greatest innovation in trade since the         
introduction of gold coins by the rulers of ancient city states. New            
markets and new, exotic financial instruments are already coming         
into existence. Capabilities formerly held only by Wall Street elites          
are, literally, being wielded by teenagers. 

Vitalik Buterin, after all, was only 19 when he first proposed           
Ethereum. Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum represent a        
clear threat to state power. We are seeing governments around the           
world try, unsuccessfully, to “put the genie back in the bottle.”           
The fourth paradigm shift is that genie. The “masters of the           
universe,” the central bankers, have been shown to be not great           
and powerful wizards but simply old men asking you to “pay no            
attention to the man behind the curtain.” 

A new class of entrepreneurs, harnessing the power of automation,          
the Internet of Things, cryptocurrency, and an environment where         
the state’s power is minimal, will be able to prosper in private            
industries that fill niches formerly monopolized by the state. This          
moment will arrive and pass even more quickly than that special           
moment before the tech bubble burst after 9/11. With automation          
making “the job” a thing of the past, the future belongs to the             
self-employed entrepreneur. 

The new economic environment also greatly expands the scope of          
self-employment itself. Starting a business in the traditional sense,         
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complete with employees, will still be a means for exploiting the           
opportunities that are upon us. But, the adoption of         
cryptocurrency will necessarily create an incentive to move off a          
White Market paper trail and into the more profitable Gray Market.           
For those - particularly skilled professionals - who don’t want to           
start a full-fledged business interest, we are already seeing the          
growth of a robust contractor economy. 

Uber and Lyft are currently the most visible and robust contractor           
platforms, but similar apps providing everything from house        
cleaning to child care and tutoring are springing up daily.          
Contractor platforms give skilled professionals the opportunity to        
set their own hours and “be their own boss” while still maintaining            
the simplicity of having their earnings delivered from a single,          
trusted source - an “agent” of sorts. 

There is an ever-expanding amount of freely flowing, well         
organized, searchable information available literally in the palm of         
our hands (via our smartphones). Within this wealth of knowledge          
are educational resources in subjects like agriculture and energy         
generation. Already, a growing community of self-sufficiency       
practitioners (the urban-dwellers are particularly notable in this        
regard) are growing their own food or generating their own power.           
Any food that doesn’t have to be purchased at a store because            
you’ve grown it yourself, represents an income stream. Of course,          
any excess resources, taken to market, represent positive cash         
flow as well. Being self-sufficient has become a viable avenue of           
self-employment - fundamentally: providing for yourself and your        
family on your own terms. 
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Not coincidentally, as the economic environment opens up more         
and more opportunity for self-employment, the landscape of        
business tools is rapidly expanding as well. Both online and          
brick-and-mortar businesses have seen their payment processing       
simplified and streamlined by companies like Square and Stripe.         
Taking credit cards, a process that was tedious and expensive for           
businesses to implement just a decade ago, has become a process           
that takes mere minutes to set up. Square and other competitors           
have even added payroll and tax services to their offering. Even           
major financial institutions have had to step up their game to           
catch, with varying levels of success, the new kids on the block. 

When it comes to marketing, advertising your product or service to           
a targeted audience is now the norm. Your ability, as an individual,            
to advertise on social media and search platforms is no different           
than the capability of a large, established corporation. The field          
has not just been leveled in the marketing space, either. Amazon,           
hoovering up more retail market share by the hour, allows          
manufacturers to sell directly to the consumer leveraging        
Amazon’s fast, integrated fulfillment services. Even artisans,       
crafting products by hand, in short runs, are able to make a living             
selling on Etsy and Amazon Handmade. Alibaba has democratized         
the import/export space, creating a whole new class of small          
wholesalers and manufacturers. These are still the early days. The          
market still abounds with untapped niches ready to be filled by           
those willing to strike out and explore this new territory. 

For white market entrepreneurs, incorporating a business has        
never been easier. For gray marketeers, the privacy benefits of          
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cryptocurrencies greatly increase your business’ growth potential.       
The proliferation of bots and other automation allows individual         
entrepreneurs the same productive capability as an entire team         
did 10 years ago. The gig economy is reducing the need for            
full-time employees. Freelance marketplaces with auction systems       
deliver the highest ROI possible by leveraging a motivated, global          
talent base. Experts in every field freely share invaluable tools to           
increase profitability on podcasts and in YouTube videos. These         
nascent trends aren’t going anywhere. Working for yourself -         
making your own way both inside and outside of the system - is the              
new normal. 

We are standing astride two eras. We are in the throes of the birth              
of an entirely new world culture. Making the decision to take your            
financial destiny into your own hands can be difficult, especially if           
your upbringing was firmly entrenched in the “old way.” But the           
old way isn’t going to survive the coming paradigm shifts. We will            
be exploring those shifts, in real-time here at Counter Markets. I’m           
hopeful, excited, and confident about the future. If you’re reading          
this, you’re on the right path. Embrace it. 

What better place than here? What better time than now? 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Take Ownership Of Micro-Manufacturing With 3D Printers 

 

By Brian Berletic 

We often take for granted the vast networks of technology that           
surround us, hidden in plain sight, that define our modern          
lifestyles. And because of this, we pay little attention to the           
necessity of understanding how they work, let alone taking         
ownership over them. 

With few exceptions, notably the opensource software and        
hardware communities, technology is another form of       
consumerism we indulge in. 

And because of this, we have little say in how that technology            
develops, how it is used, if and how it is regulated, and sometimes             
whether or not we even have access to it at all. We also shift              
society’s wealth by consuming rather than producing, into the few          
hands that do understand and hold “ownership” over this         
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technology, putting ourselves at a disadvantage, and placing our         
lives and futures into the hands of these big-tech monopolies. 

We expect “change,” we even demand it, but we have left           
ourselves with no leverage to actually achieve it. We not only have            
no way of making those who hold the keys to our technological            
society open the doors we want to pass through, but by           
transferring our wealth to these monopolies, we make these         
interests increasingly formidable guards obstructing those very       
doors. 

What technology is essential for society’s progress? How is it          
controlled today and how can we take control of it tomorrow?           
What are things we can do now to help rebalance this equation in             
our favor and who can we learn from who already has taken up this              
challenge? 

Our Future Depends On Information Technology 

In a lot of ways, the decentralization of technology has already           
happened. And where it has, we see the effect it has had on             
diminishing the unwarranted wealth and influence of the        
long-standing monopolies decentralization has affected. 

The most pertinent example is the media, media of all kinds. From            
the news in which anyone can now establish their own networks           
and gain access to millions of readers, viewers, and listeners to           
entertainment where independent artists can circumvent agents       
and labels who otherwise would exploit their work, software and          
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the Internet has made it possible for anyone with the interest and            
talent to become their own producers, newsrooms, studios, and         
publishers. 

The effects of this are profound. Just two decades ago, large           
networks underwritten by large corporate interests controlled the        
news. Huge labels and studios monopolized entertainment. The        
idea of an ordinary person reaching an audience of millions on           
their own without passing through the doors carefully guarded by          
these monopolies was but a dream. 

The advent and wide adoption of the Internet shifted this          
drastically. 

Today, with video editing software, cheaper cameras,       
crowdfunding solutions like Patreon and online financial       
transactions including cryptocurrencies, self-funded independent     
media platforms ranging from entertainment and education to        
news and analysis are not only possible, they are outcompeting          
existing and long-standing media monopolies. 

And while some of these monopolies have struck back, using          
Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter to throttle access to        
decentralized, independent media, even this is nothing more than         
a temporary stopgap, which technology is already bridging over. 

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) video streaming, for example, allows users to         
completely bypass platforms like YouTube. Users employing P2P        
streaming via platforms like BitChute are able to upload and          
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download videos directly from other users online instead of         
working through a single, centralized server. The more popular a          
video truly is (rather than how popular a tweaked algorithm says it            
is) the easier it is to find and download. 

Similar P2P networks centered around general file sharing like         
eMule and Ares have seriously and permanently disrupted        
traditional media distribution mediums, all but making CDs and         
DVDs obsolete, and challenging the whole concept of “intellectual         
property.” 

P2P networks can also be applied to social media, another growing           
concern as social media platforms like Facebook increasingly        
manipulate and monopolize the public information space. By        
bypassing Facebook’s servers, users also bypass Facebook’s       
pay-to-play algorithms, their often politically motivated user       
policy, and the overall dangerous monopoly their immense        
popularity constitutes. 

And, finally, information technology has begun moving into the         
realm of finance and monetary policy, making it possible through          
cryptocurrencies to exchange money between individuals without       
institutional or government intermediaries, sidestepping     
centuries-old monopolies over money and all the wealth and         
influence associated with it. 

And when information technology begins merging with the        
physical world, other age-old monopolies find themselves in line         
for disruption and decentralization. 
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Decentralizing Tech Isn’t Just For Cyberspace: 3D Printing        
& Open Hardware 

Now imagine taking P2P decentralization, and applying it directly         
to the physical world. Imagine that instead of one factory run by            
Wall Street financiers, based in China, moving goods across         
globe-spanning supply chains to WalMarts and Tescos, each        
neighborhood, even each desktop had the means to produce their          
own goods. Imagine in this world, designs are no longer          
“intellectual property,” but are digital and freely shared by         
designers online. 

In such a world, the money that flows past minimum-wage          
workers at WalMart, past workers toiling in near slave-like         
conditions in the developing world, and into the hands of Wall           
Street boards of directors and their companies’ shareholders,        
would instead be more evenly distributed, not through socialist         
welfare, but through localized entrepreneurship. 

It is the “means of production in the workers’ hands” not           
metaphorically or politically speaking, but quite literally. This is         
the promise 3D printing and other forms of personal         
manufacturing make. 
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3D printing is a computer-controlled process in which a 3D model is            
created by layers of material added on top of one another forming            
a physical object. 3D printers primarily use plastic and resins, but           
some can also print in metal. Even with a plastic-only 3D printer,            
molds can be made for vacuum forming, injection molding, and          
even casting metal. 

Other forms of personal manufacturing are likewise computer        
controlled, but work either by using lasers, plasma, or rotary bits           
to cut material away rather than add layers of material up. 
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Everything from 3D models built in easy-to-use software suites like          
SketchUp or the opensource program Blender, to 3D scans of          
existing physical objects can be sent to 3D printers for production.           
A large number of online 3D model libraries like Thingiverse,          
SketchUp 3D Warehouse, and MyMiniFactory containing designs       
and scans are already in place, serving a growing personal          
manufacturing community worldwide. 

Today, designers, engineers, artists, and entrepreneurs are       
already using 3D printing for a wide range of practical purposes,           
from prototyping to small-run production. 

The accelerated proliferation of 3D printing, just like most         
breakthroughs in IT, began with opensource projects like RepRap,         
a 3D printer project upon which many of the most prominent 3D            
printer designs today trace their lineage back to. 

RepRap’s opensource ethos helped companies around the world        
spring up and bring 3D printing to the masses. New York City’s            
MakerBot (no longer opensource) is one of them. The Netherlands’          
Ultimaker (still opensource) is another. And even on the other side           
of the planet in China, Thailand, and Singapore, local companies          
have taken opensource 3D printer designs and adopted them to          
local markets. 

Not only does 3D printing itself help decentralize manufacturing,         
but the opensource nature of the community built up around this           
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technology has decentralized the design and distribution of 3D         
printers themselves. 

Who is using 3D printing and what are they using it for? Hospitals             
are using it to prototype and even produce their own equipment,           
short-circuiting what has been a domineering biomedical       
technology monopoly imposed on global healthcare by a handful         
of corporations for decades. Costs are dropped, innovation        
accelerated, and the power to solve problems is put directly into           
the hands of doctors, nurses, and technicians. 

And just as regular people have been able to enter into and            
compete on more even terms within various media industries, 3D          
printing and personal manufacturing is allowing regular people to         
do so within various manufacturing industries. Jewelry designers        
are now able to prototype and produce molds for their work using            
stereolithography (SLA) resin 3D printers. Entire furniture       
networks like OpenDesk have cropped up using opensource        
furniture designs and computer-controlled routers. 

Alternately, almost anyone with a 3D printer and a fair amount of            
3D designing experience can offer their own 3D printing service for           
customized gifts, prototyping for small local businesses, or for         
serving hospitals, schools, labs, farms, and other local institutions         
that require custom fabrication but lack the resources, time, and          
expertise to design and fabricate solutions themselves. 

The nature of these emerging local 3D printing service providers          
includes two important aspects. First, most transactions take        
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place informally, in the so-called “grey market.” Second, as 3D          
printing service providers evolve, they often acquire additional        
means of personal manufacturing, eventually assuming the role        
and capabilities of what is called a “microfactory.” 

A microfactory represents the future of completely decentralized        
manufacturing, where ideas are designed, prototyped, and       
manufactured right in the same place, serving local markets (as          
local as a block or city district) and collaborating globally through           
opensource designs shared online. 

An example of this is U.S.-based company Local Motors. Far from           
printing out plastic objects, Local Motors, as the name suggests,          
fabricates everything up to and including cars. 

Other microfactories revolve around open hardware; electronics       
based on opensource designs freely available for others to copy          
and manufacture, improve upon, and even sell. Nestled in New          
York City is Adafruit Industries, a company that includes a          
microfactory turning out electronics. The company is dedicated to         
the opensource ethos, as well as to educating and empowering the           
public with technology.  

Companies like Adafruit can be found elsewhere in North America,          
as well as across Europe and in Asia, offering an alternative to the             
proprietary consumer electronics the public is currently hooked        
on. As more people become involved in taking direct ownership          
and control of their technology, and as prices drop and          
accessibility increases for manufacturing equipment, opensource      
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hardware and microfactories will become the rule rather than the          
exception. 

For now, microfactories are still an evolving concept, but it is a            
concept with implications in the physical world the emerging         
utility of the Internet had in the 1990s just before media           
monopolies began facing serious competition. 

How To Get Involved… 

Getting involved is real simple. If you want to wade into the world             
of alternative media and entertainment, it is as simple as starting a            
free blog, opening a channel on a video sharing platform (either           
server or P2P based) and slowly building up an audience of           
likeminded people around your passion. 

For personal manufacturing, one need not purchase a 3D printer,          
or transform their garage into a microfactory (at least not          
immediately). Virtually every city in the world now hosts local          
institutions called makerspaces or hackerspaces, where both IT        
and fabrication skills are taught and the tools necessary to practice           
them are present in abundance. Makerspaces are filled with         
friendly people eager to share their knowledge and build up new           
members of their community. All it takes is walking through their           
doors and getting to know them. 

In a world of increasingly frustrating politics, where political         
solutions elude us and the promise of change is perpetually over           
the horizon of the “next election,” chipping away at the actual           
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wealth and influence that underpins this frustration by        
decentralizing and taking ownership of the technology that        
pervades and controls modern society, gives us real control. We no           
longer need to demand change when we hold that technology in           
our hands, we simply make that change happen ourselves. 

When we look at organic agriculture and the way it has pushed            
industrial farming and big-agricultural monopolies against the       
wall, we must realize it was done not by “demanding” anything,           
but by growing gardens, building farms, buying from and selling          
food to our neighbors, all while educating people about the          
practical and technical aspects of the growing local organic         
movement. 

Likewise, the success already seen across the alternative media         
and in alternative entertainment, and the nascent success        
personal manufacturing is having, is proof that with hard work and           
patience, real change can and does come to those who dedicate           
themselves to bringing it about practically rather than politically. 

People with power don’t care what people without power want.          
And power is taken from those who hold it only when equal or             
greater power is applied against them. By building alternatives to          
the technological, financial, and industrial monopolies that form        
the basis of the current political system, we begin to assume the            
power needed to do exactly this, but not concentrated in the hands            
of a new monopoly, rather, distributed by the very nature of           
opensource, localized, collaborative, community-based solutions. 
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WEALTH 
5 Most Promising Blockchain Assets Besides Bitcoin 
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By Jeff Paul 

There are many ways to protect and grow your wealth outside of            
Wall Street. Over the coming months, we're going to cover lots of            
them. In this first issue, however, I want to feature assets that best             
represent the spirit of Counter Markets – digital blockchain assets,          
or cryptocurrencies. 

Cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin, are poised to disrupt and        
decentralize money, banking, investing, lending, voting, public       
registries and so much more. The underlying technology, the         
blockchain, an automated distributed ledger, is one of the most          
exciting inventions for human freedom. It can unravel the         
centralized control of vital parts of society by efficiently replacing          
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bloated institutions that currently guarantee trust in ownership of         
anything. 

If this is the first you're hearing about Bitcoin, please get the free             
beginner's guide here. 

Anyone familiar with Bitcoin has likely heard about its recent          
scaling challenges. Transactions have become slow and expensive        
in the Bitcoin network due to its cap on the block size (number of              
transactions that it processes every 10 minutes). Additionally,        
Bitcoin's public blockchain is turning out to be not as private as            
once thought. And there is no one group assigned to fix it and no              
set way to pay the developers. 

Multiple solutions to these problems in Bitcoin are being worked          
on by very smart people. However, they reveal weaknesses, or          
opportunities, that other blockchains have improved upon. 

Most of the hundreds of digital currencies that came after Bitcoin,           
commonly called “altcoins,” have been little more than        
pump-and-dump schemes. Clones with no measurable      
improvement over Bitcoin. Even if a new coin appeared to be           
unique, many good ideas were solutions looking for a problem          
instead of the other way around. They were ahead of their time            
and fizzled out for various reasons. 

Yet a few projects have emerged as genuine innovations that are           
using blockchain technology in unique ways. If you're interested in          
investing in altcoins, it's important to learn how to identify quality           
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projects. Bitcoin itself is risky enough to invest a lot of money, and             
these altcoins should be viewed as even more speculative. 

As I was researching for this article, I saw a tweet by Charlie Lee,              
founder of Litecoin and developer at Coinbase, explaining how he          
evaluates new cryptocoins. 

He writes: 

 

I agree with Charlie. Analyzing those factors is a great starting           
point to determine which blockchain assets have enough upside to          
invest in them. 

On innovation, does the cryptocurrency solve a problem? Is it more           
efficient than current solutions? What features make it unique? B,          
C and D in Lee's tweet determine if the project is sustainable. 
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Finally, it is also important to understand the history and future of            
the asset supply creation as governed by its algorithm. How was           
the coin founded? Was there a premine, crowdsale, or distributed          
mining? 

What makes any asset valuable is its scarcity relative to its           
demand. For instance, only 21 million bitcoins will ever be created.           
Over 16 million (77%) have already been mined. Every day 1728           
new bitcoins are created until 2020 when that amount is cut in            
half. The huge network effect of Bitcoin combined with its fixed           
scarcity makes it an attractive investment. 

Top Five Blockchain Assets Besides Bitcoin 

DASH 
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Summary: Formerly Darkcoin, Dash (DASH) is digital cash with fast          
transaction times and built-in coin-mixing for privacy. Only an         
estimated 19 million Dash coins will be created, with a 7.1%           
decrease in the number of coins generated per year. Dash uses a            
chained hashing algorithm called X11 for the proof-of-work        
(Bitcoin uses SHA-256). Dash is the first self-governing and         
self-funding protocol with an excellent development and       
marketing team. 

Innovation: Compared to Bitcoin, Dash has faster confirmation        
speeds (under 15 seconds), lower transaction costs, and privacy,         
funding and governing features built into the core code. 
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Developers: While some cryptocurrencies don't list any of their         
developers, Dash proudly displays 36 team members in its         
experienced core development team. Dash sponsors many live        
crypto and liberty events and they also have a popular YouTube           
news show hosted by Amanda B Johnson. Dash is best in class at             
marketing out of all other altcoins. 

Incentives: One of the chief innovations of Dash is its unique           
incentive structure that compensates not just the miners, but also          
the core development team, masternodes, marketing, and any        
other project voted on by the users. This structure could make           
Dash much more sustainable than other projects. 

Performance: Dash is three years old and it's the 6th ranked           
cryptocurrency in terms of market cap ($120 million as of this           
writing). The price of Dash quadrupled in 2016 from $4 to over $16.             
It’s currently trading over $20. 

ETHEREUM 
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Summary: Ethereum (ETH) is a blockchain computing or        
application platform that makes it easier to execute smart         
contracts and launch new digital assets. It has the second largest           
market cap, behind Bitcoin at around $1 billion. Ethereum         
contracts can be implemented in various Turing complete scripting         
languages. The project was funded by a crowdsale and has had           
controversial hard forks to its code. 

Innovation: Ethereum is a distributed blockchain with a more         
user-friendly coding language (C++, Go, Rust) for a more diverse          
range of applications than Bitcoin. 

Developers: Vitalik Buterin is a highly respected early developer in          
Bitcoin before proposing the idea for Ethereum in 2013. Buterin          
and the rest of the Ethereum core team work under the non-profit            
Ethereum Foundation. 
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Incentives: Development is funded by 12 million Ethereum from         
the initial crowdsale and donations. A total of around 90 million           
Ether will be created and then the network switches to a more            
efficient confirmation process called proof-of-stake. 

 

Currently only the miners are compensated in Ethereum, not full          
nodes, developers or marketing. 

Performance: The price of Ether skyrocketed from $4 in early 2016           
to over $15 before pulling back to float between $8 and $14.            
Ethereum faced incredible volatility when a Ethereum-based       
project (DAO) was hacked, forcing a hard fork. The fork created           
division of the community and an altcoin called Ethereum Classic.          
Ethereum seems to have weathered these storms quite well. The          
current price is around $13. 
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MONERO 

 

Summary: Monero (XMR) is a secure, private, untraceable currency         
and open-source payment system. Since Monero has become the         
gold standard for darknet markets, the value has surged making it           
the 5th ranked cryptocurrency with a market cap of $170 million.           
There are currently around 14 million XMR with a slowly          
decreasing block reward that levels out at a minimum of 157788           
XMR annually, less than a 1% annual inflation. 

Innovation: Increased fungibility compared to Bitcoin: “From an        
economic point of view, a currency needs to be fungible.          
Fungibility is a property of money that makes all units "equal."           
Without fungibility, money flows can be tracked and tainted,         
making it very difficult to use the digital tokens as          
money.”(Source) Monero payments do not appear on a public         
blockchain making it as untraceable as can be. 
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Developers: Monero is not governed by any foundation or central          
body, but ongoing development, maintenance, and research is        
primarily directed and often funded by a core team of seven           
individuals. 

Incentives: Monero implements a "permanent block reward" for        
miners of 0.3 XMR per minute, making it a disinflationary currency.           
Monero has not set up a formal way to fund development. 

Performance: Monero, founded in 2014, celebrates its third        
birthday in April. In 2016, the value of Monero grew 2,760 percent            
making it the fastest growing cryptocurrency in the past 12          
months. It genuinely solves a problem and its utility and velocity           
are outpacing its inflation rate making it an attractive digital asset. 

AUGUR 
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Summary: Augur (REP) is a digital token for a decentralized          
prediction market platform built on Ethereum that pays you for          
correctly predicting real-world events in the future. Currently in         
beta, Augur raised $5.2 million in a crowdsale of all 11 million REP             
in 2015. Its market cap of nearly $50 million puts it 10th of all              
cryptocurrencies.  

 

Innovation: Augur was inspired by Friedrich Hayek's The Use of          
Knowledge in Society , James Surowiecki's book The Wisdom of         
Crowds , Robin Hanson's concept of "Idea Futures", Paul Sztorc's         
"Truthcoin" whitepaper, and others to be used as a distributed          
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oracle system. Augur allows you to buy virtual shares in the           
outcome of events with the idea that the crowd will determine           
free-market odds and an event confirmation network. All funds are          
stored in smart contracts and distributed automatically,       
eliminating counterparty risk. 

Developers: Augur has a very celebrated team of developers and          
advisers. One of the lead developers, Joey Krug, was chosen as a            
Thiel Fellow. Augur development is well funded and run by the           
Forecast Foundation. 

Incentives: Besides the crowdsale, Augur will charge a trading fee          
to secure the network. Additionally, 20% of the fixed supply of 11            
million REP is held in reserve to secure future growth. 

Performance: After the excitement during the crowdsale pushed        
the price to $18/REP, it dropped and stabilized around $4/REP as it            
continues to develop in beta. Expect a bounce in price when the            
public version is released. Live release is currently projected for          
somewhere in 2017, according to Wikipedia. 
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STEEM 

 

Summary: Steem (STEEM) is one of the most interesting uses of           
blockchain technology to date. It's a social blogging platform that          
pays you to participate. Content creators, curators, and comments         
are rewarded in STEEM at the website Steemit.com. The inflation          
rate of STEEM is 9.5% per year, reducing by 0.5% per year. 

Innovation: One of the key features of blockchain technology is          
that it's counterfeit-proof, or censorship-proof, which makes       
Steemit a unique social media service especially as Facebook         
continues to manipulate news feeds. And the diverse reward         
system is handled by code. 
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Developers: The project was founded by Ned Scott and Dan          
Larimer, creator of BitShares. In the four months that I've been           
using Steemit, I notice that they constantly improve the features          
and functionality of the platform. 

Incentives: This project may have the best incentives, though they          
are complicated and can change slightly. Developers, tutorial        
makers, artists, writers, photographers, philosophers, vloggers      
and news curators can now make money from sharing their work           
on the Steemit social media platform. Users get STEEM when          
others vote up their content or comments. Votes weigh more from           
users with more STEEM stored in their wallets incentivizing         
keeping coins on site. 

Performance: STEEM spiked vertically in July 2016 driving the         
price to a high of almost $5/STEEM before retreating all the way to             
the current range of $.15/STEEM. The market is so small that even            
a minor surge in media coverage can boost the price. The platform            
works. It does what it says it does. The rewards will attract more             
users over time. 
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BITCOIN REPORT 

We’re just a few weeks into the 2017 year, and Bitcoin has already             
had quite the ride. It started off the year at $963 and immediately             
shot higher, approaching the record high of $1200 set in December           
2013. Just a few days into January the price hit $1150 on Jan 5th,              
followed by a sharp sell off all the way to $835 two days later. After               
leveling off in the $900 range for a few days, the price then took              
another dip to the mid $700s by Jan 12. Both of these sell offs had               
significant volume spikes associated with them. 
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The price action after that point turned into a steady uptrend from            
mid-January until about February 9th, with Bitcoin moving from a          
low of $765 to a high of $1088 in a little more than 3 weeks. On Feb                 
9th, the price took a hard drop of about 10% in a day, dropping              
from $1075 to $950 in about 3 hours. Bitcoin traded below $1000            
on heavy volume most of Feb 10th, and has since climbed back            
above $1000 to new record highs on moderate volume.  

Forecast 

While it’s impossible to accurately forecast the day-to-day        
movements of Bitcoin, it is safe to say we can expect more            
volatility in the coming weeks and months. The three significant          
dips we’ve had this year have all been met with heavy volume at             
the troughs, which implies there is high demand to pick up Bitcoin            
on these declines. 
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The cryptocurrency market is still in its infant stage here, and           
while the Bitcoin success story has spawned hundreds or perhaps          
even thousands of other “alt-coins,” it is important to keep in           
mind that most people still don’t even know what the blockchain           
is. 

As the usage and acceptance of bitcoin continues to grow, we           
expect demand and subsequently price to increase as well. Our          
target high for 2017 is $1400 per bitcoin. 

Usage of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies will continue to grow          
because of the devaluation wars happening in leading national         
currencies, and as citizens around the world face increasing capital          
controls. 

If you don’t own any bitcoin, this current pullback is a good chance             
to take a position. You can get your first $10 in BTC for free by               
clicking here. 
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SILVER REPORT 

Silver has had a great start this year, already up more than 12%             
since the start of January. The year began with silver at about $16,             
and the price just broke through $18 on Feb 10th. Price action here             
has been a steady uptrend the entire way. 
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As stock market valuations are reaching all-time highs, and as          
negative interest rates are sweeping across Europe and Japan,         
precious metals like gold and silver should continue to see          
increased demand as the “flight to safety” becomes more         
widespread. 

 

The USD is currently quite strong, given that it is the only major             
currency out there with a positive interest rate. The current          
administration has made it clear that they intend to devalue the           
dollar, as a strong dollar has made domestically produced         
products too expensive in the international marketplace. 

Never before has a US president declared the dollar “too strong”           
and made clear his intention to devalue it. Should the          
administration succeed with this goal, we’ll see sharp movements         
higher in the precious metals department as people move their          
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money towards physical assets that can’t be manipulated by policy          
makers. 

Our target price for silver in the next 12 months is $25 per ounce,              
around 40% higher than at the time of this writing. 

If you don’t own any silver, we suggest buying actual physical           
silver rather than an exchange-traded ETF. You can pick up some           
silver coins today from Money Metals Exchange, a trusted vendor          
we’ve worked with in the past. 
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